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NONDETERMINISTIC DECISION RULES IN CLASSIFICATION PROCESS
FOR MEDICAL DATA
In the paper, we discuss nondeterministic rules in decision tables, called the second type nondeterministic rules.
They have a few decisions values on the right hand side but on the left hand side only one attribute that has two values.
We show that these kinds of rules can be used for improving the quality of classification. It is important in rule-based
diagnosis support systems, where classification error can lead to serious consequences. The well known greedy strategy
to construct the new nondeterministic rules, have been proposed. Additionally, based on deterministic and
nondeterministic (second type) rules, classification algorithm with polynomial computational complexity has been
developed. This rule-based classifier was tested on the group of decision tables, containing medical data, from the UCI
Machine Learning Repository. The reported results of experiments showing that by combining rule-based classifier
based on deterministic rules with second type nondeterministic rules give us possibility to improve the classification
quality.

1. INTRODUCTION
Over the years many methods based on rule induction and rule-based classification systems were
developed [10,20]. A significant part of these systems concerned diagnosis support systems or medical
expert systems [4,5,8,11,12,19,21,22]. Some of them are based on rough sets [3,9,17,18,21,22]. In this
paper we show that exist possibility for improving the rule-based classification systems. It is particularly
important in diagnosis support systems or medical expert systems where wrong diagnosis can lead to
serious consequences [5,19,21,22].
We propose a method for rules inducing based on searching for strong rules for a union of a few
relevant decision classes and for union of two values of one condition attribute - second type
nondeterministic decision rules. There is an additional motivation for the use of such rules in medical
expert systems. The nondeterministic decision rules have larger support than the deterministic ones [13].
Therefore they are more often accepted by medical experts in rule-based diagnosis support systems.
In the paper, an application of second type nondeterministic rules in construction of rule-based
classifier is presented. These rules are of the following form:
a1 ( x) = b1 ∧ K ∧ ai ( x) = (bi ∨ bi ) ∧ K ∧ at ( x) = bt ⇒ d ( x) = (c1 ∨ K ∨ cs ),
1

2

where a1 , K , at , are conditional attributes of the decision table T with the values from the set VA(T).
The decision attribute of T is d and ∅ ≠ {c1 , K , cs } ⊆ Vd (T ) , where Vd (T ) is the value set of the decision
d [15].
We include the results of experiments showing that by combining rule-based classifiers based on
minimal decision rules [15] with the classifier based on second type nondeterministic decision rules, it is
possible to improve the classification quality and reduce classification error.
The paper consists of six sections. In Section 2, we recall the notion of decision table. In Section 3
we describe notions of nondeterministic decision rules. Section 4 contains definitions of classification
algorithm. Results of experiments are discussed in Section 5. Section 6 contains short conclusions.
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2. DECISION TABLES
Let T = (U , A, d ) be a decision table [14], where U = {u1 , K , u n } is a finite nonempty set of objects,
A = {a1 , K , am } is a finite nonempty set of conditional attributes (functions defined on U), and d is the
decision attribute (function defined on U).
We assume that for each ui ∈ U and each a j ∈ A the value a j (ui ) belongs to VA (T ) and the value
d (ui ) belongs to Vd (T ) , where Vd (T ) = {0,1,2, K} is the set of nonnegative integers. By Vd (T ) is
denoted the set of values of the decision attribute d on objects from U.

3. SECOND TYPE NONDETERMINISTIC DECISION RULES
Second type nondeterministic decision rules are examples of nondeterministic decision rules.
In general, nondeterministic decision rules in a given decision table T are of the form
a j ( x) = b1 ∧ K ∧ a j ( x) = bt ⇒ d ( x) = (c1 ∨ K ∨ cs ),
where

a j ,K, a j ∈ A ,
t

1

(1)

t

1

b1 , K , bt ∈ V A (T ),

numbers

j1 , K , jt

are

pairwise

different,

and

∅ ≠ {c1 , K , cs } ⊆ Vd (T ) . Some notations about rules of the form (1) are introduced in [7].
The second type nondeterministic decision rules are defined as follows:
a j ( x) = b1 ∧ K ∧ a j ( x) = (bi ∨ bi ) ∧ K ∧ a j ( x) = bt ⇒ d ( x) = (c1 ∨ K ∨ c s ),
i

1

where

a j ,K, a j ∈ A ,
t

1

1

(2)

t

2

b1 , K , bt ∈ V A (T ),

numbers

j1 , K , jt

are

pairwise

different,

and

∅ ≠ {c1 , K , cs } ⊆ Vd (T ) .
The rule of the form (2) has nondeterminism on one condition attribute beside nondeterminism on
decision part of rule. This attribute has two values but it is different from others attributes which have
exactly one value. This type of nondeterministic rules appears as a result of shorting rules according to
principle MDL (Minimum Description Length) [16].
Let us introduce some notation. If r is the nondeterministic rule (1) then by lh(r) we denote its left
hand side, i.e., the formula a j ( x) = b1 ∧ K ∧ a j ( x) = bt , and by rh(r) its right hand side, i.e., the formula
t

1

d ( x) ∈ (c1 ∨ K ∨ cs ) . If β is a boolean combination of descriptors, i.e., formulas of the form a ( x) = v ,

where a ∈ A ∪ {d } and v ∈ VA (T ) then by β T we denote all objects from U satisfying β [15].
The second type nondeterministic rule r can be distribute on two nondeterministic rules (r1, r2) of
the form (1) such as:
r1 : a j ( x) = b1 ∧ K ∧ a j ( x) = bi ∧ K ∧ a j ( x) = bt ⇒ d ( x) = (c1 ∨ K ∨ cs ),
1

i

1

t

r2 : a j ( x) = b1 ∧ K ∧ a j ( x) = bi ∧ K ∧ a j ( x) = bt ⇒ d ( x) = (c1 ∨ K ∨ cs ).
1

i

2

t

To measure the quality of such rule we use coefficients called the support and the confidence [1].
They are defined as follows.
The support of this rule in the decision table T is defined by

suppT (r ) = suppT (r1 ) + suppT (r2 )
where for i = 1,2
suppT (ri ) =
60

lh(ri ) T ∩ rh(ri ) T

|U |

.
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We also use a normalized support of r in T defined by

norm_suppT (r ) =

suppT (r )
,
| V (r ) |

where V (r ) ⊆ Vd (T ) is a decision values set from right hand side of the rule ( rh(r ) ).
The confidence of r in T is defined by

confT (r ) = confT (r1 ) + confT (r2 )
where for i = 1,2
conf T (r ) =

| lh(r ) T ∩ rh(r ) T |
| lh(r ) T |

.

We can define a set of second type nondeterministic decision rules as the set of all second type
nondeterministic rules r (over attributes in T) such that

1 ≥ confT (r1 ) + confT (r2 ) = confT (r ) ≥ α ,
where parameter α ∈ [0.5,1].
The algorithm presented in next section is searching for second type nondeterministic rules. Such
rules are combined with minimal rules [15] for increasing the classification quality.

4. CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHM BASED ON SECOND TYPE
NONDETERMINISTIC RULES
In this section, we present an application of second type nondeterministic rules for classification
process. An algorithm was developed for generation of such rules from decision table. It used greedy
algorithm ND, presented in [13], for calculating nondeterministic decision rules of the form (1). The main
steps of this ND2 algorithm are as follows.

Algorithm for second type nondeterministic decision rule construction ND2
Input: Decision table T, real number α ∈ [0.5,1] ;
Output: RULE ND 2 (T ,α ) a set of second type nondeterministic decision rules for T.
Step 1. RULE ND 2 (T ,α ) is empty set and parameter α ∈ [0.5,1] .
Step 2. For all condition attributes of T do the following:
• Find often appearing two values for this attribute,
• Generate subtable with restriction to these attribute values,
• Delete an attribute which was chosen,
• Generate the set of rules of type (1),
// algorithm ND
• Ad to these rules attribute which was deleted; // now rules have the form (2)
• Add these generated rules to the set RULE ND 2 (T ,α ) .
Step 3. Return RULE ND 2 (T ,α ) .
In our experiments, we used classification algorithms constructed by the combination of two
classification algorithms. The first one C1 is the classification algorithm based on minimal rules generated
by using method from RSESlib (Rough Set Exploration System library) [3]. This algorithm uses the
standard voting procedure.
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The second classification algorithm C2 is based on second type nondeterministic rules generated by
the ND2 algorithm. The voting procedure on these rules looks as follows. First, all second type
nondeterministic rules matching this object are extracted. Next, from these matched rules, a rule with the
largest normalized support is selected. In the case when several rules have the same normalized support,
the decision value set V(r) of the second type nondeterministic rule r with the smallest decision value set
(|V(r)|) is selected. If still several second type nondeterministic rules with the above property exist then
first of them is selected.
The prediction process for any new object looks as follows. For this object we obtain a decision
value c (given by the C1 classification algorithm) and a decision value set V(r) (given by the C2
classification algorithm). It should be noted that each of the considered classification algorithms can leave
the new object unclassified (if there are no rules matching this object). The final decision for a given new
object is obtained from the decision c and decision value set V(r). The method of conflict resolution is
described in detail in [13].

5. EXPERIMENTS
We have performed experiments on decision tables from UCI Machine Learning Repository [2]
using combination of two classification algorithms C1, C2.
The algorithm C1 is classification algorithm from RSESlib based on all minimal decision rules and
standard voting. The classification algorithm C2 is based on second type nondeterministic rules generated
by the ND2 algorithm.
Some attributes in decision tables used for experiments were discretized by algorithm from
RSESlib. In evaluation of the accuracy of classification algorithms on decision table (i.e., the percentage
of correctly classified objects) the 5-fold cross-validation method was used.
For any considered data table, we used proposed classification method (denoted by C) based on
combination of classifiers C1 and C2 for different values of parameter α. On testing sets the accuracy and
the coverage factor were calculated. Also the maximal relative deviation (mrd) was calculated.
The majority of decision tables used for experiments concern medical data.
Table 1. Accuracy of classifiers based on second type nondeterministic decision rules – cross-validation method.

Decision table

Classification
factor
Dermatology
acc × cover
mrd
Ecoli
acc × cover
mrd
Lymphography acc × cover
mrd
Post
acc × cover
operative
mrd
Primary
acc × cover
tumor
mrd
Iris
acc × cover
mrd
(1)

(2)

Classification algorithm
C1(1)
C(1), α(2)
1.0
0.9
84.62 85.04 84.97
0.012 0.006 0.014
54.99 55.51 56.01
0.038 0.037 0.033
37.70 38.06 38.06
0.042 0.022 0.022
65.00 65.44 65.44
0.061 0.066 0.066
59.71 60.09 60.09
0.016 0.020 0.020
90.47 90.47 90.47
0.018 0.018 0.018

0.8
85.03
0.009
54.52
0.026
38.06
0.022
65.44
0.034
60.09
0.020
90.47
0.018

0.7
85.11
0.015
54.40
0.027
38.06
0.022
65.67
0.034
60.09
0.020
90.47
0.018

0.6
84.62
0.012
50.63
0.020
38.06
0.022
67.89
0.034
60.09
0.020
90.47
0.018

0.5
84.59
0.009
50.63
0.020
38.06
0.022
69.11
0.024
60.09
0.020
90.47
0.018

In the column marked by C1 the classification is defined by the classification algorithm based on
deterministic rules. In the column marked by C the classification is defined by the classification
algorithm based on nondeterministic and deterministic rules.
Confidence of nondeterministic rules generated by the algorithm is not smaller than the parameter α.

Decision table Dermatology contains data about the diagnosis of erythemato-squamous diseases,
a real problem in dermatology [8]. Decision table Ecoli concerns the protein localization sites in
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Escherichia coli bacteria [12]. The classification task of decision table Postoperative is to determine when
patients in a postoperative recovery area should be sent to the next one [4]. Lymphography and Primary
Tumor data are two of three domains provided by the University Medical Centre, Institute of Oncology
from Ljubljana that has repeatedly appeared in the machine learning literature [6,11].
Table 1 includes the results of our experiments.
For almost all, except one, decision tables the classification quality measured by accuracy ×
coverage was better for the proposed classification algorithm C than in the case of the classification
algorithm from RSESlib based only on minimal rules with standard voting C1. For one decision table Iris,
the classification quality for the classification algorithms C and C1 was the same. For all decision tables,
the maximal relative deviation was no greater than 5% in the case when we used the classification
algorithm C. Hence, using the classification algorithm C lead to stable classification.
For obtaining those results, it was necessary to optimize the threshold α for each data table. This
means that the parameter α should be tuned to the data.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Results of experiments with second type nondeterministic rules - generated by the ND2 algorithm are showing that these rules can lead to improve the classification quality. We have demonstrated this by
using a classification algorithm based on minimal decision rules and nondeterministic rules. Experiments
have shown that proposed classifier make sense, because improve classification accuracy for the most
decision tables. This is very important in diagnosis support systems where classification error can be
connected with serious consequences for the patient.
Second type nondeterministic rules can be used in any rule-based classification systems. Especially
in diagnosis support systems or medical expert systems, because this kind of rules have usually large
support (patients proves the rule), which makes them more accepted by physicians.
At this moment the proposed classification algorithm uses minimal rules (from RSESlib) and
second type nondeterministic rules (ND2 algorithm). Since the algorithm for constructing minimal rules
has exponential computational complexity, and ND2 algorithm has polynomial computational
complexity, we plan to use others rule-based classifiers instead of the minimal rules (e.g. based on subsets
of minimal decision rules or decision trees).
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